Hello Haotian,

Thank you for your email. As an original author of an ASCE journal article, you are permitted to reuse your own content (including figures and tables), provided it does not account for more than 25% of your thesis.

Please note that you may only use the final draft of your paper. “Final draft” means the version submitted to ASCE after peer review and prior to copyediting or other ASCE production activities; it does not include the copyedited version, the page proof, a PDF, or full-text HTML of the published version.

A full credit line must be added to the material being reprinted. Please state in your credit that you are using “the pre-production version” of your paper, “with permission from ASCE,” and include the DOI (noted below). For Intranet posting, add the following additional notice: “This material may be downloaded for personal use only. Any other use requires prior permission of the American Society of Civil Engineers. This material may be found at https://doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)GT.1943-5606.0002639.”

Good luck on your thesis! If you have any further questions, please let me know.

Kind regards,

Michele

---

From: Haotian Zheng <hzheng@mines.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:27 PM
To: Esposito, Michele <MEsposito@asce.org>
Subject: Permission to include my own article published in JGGE as a PhD thesis chapter

Dear Michele Esposito,

I’m writing to ask for permission to include my lead-author article titled ‘Observed performance and analysis of SEM cavern construction in downtown Los Angeles’ (10.1061/(ASCE)GT.1943-5606.0002639) as a chapter in my Ph.D. thesis. This article is published in the Journal of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering, 2021, Vol 147, Issue 11, Pages: 05021011

I would appreciate an early reply to this request. Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Kindly Regards,

Haotian

--

Haotian Zheng
Ph.D. Candidate, Civil & Environmental Engineering
COLORADOSCHOOLOFMINES